Literacy

P.E
Cricket and Rounder’s: to play competitive games, working as
part of a team. Athletics and Swimming: to develop athletic
skills in running, jumping and throwing activities along with
water safety and stroke skills (y5) Dance: performance for the
end of year play. Martial Arts: Karate session.

ICT

Our topic this term is China – Ancient and Modern.
The topic will provide stimulus for a range of writing
activities using a variety of writing genres.
Year 6 will be completing their transition unit of
work in preparation for secondary school.

Children will learn to plan, produce and evaluate their own
podcast with simple recording and editing equipment.
Year 6 will be completing their transition unit of work in
preparation for secondary school.

Science

Year 5- 6

Art and Design
Forensic science (Y6): to make a series of scientific
observations, comparisons and measurements in order to
carry out an investigation

Children will design, create and evaluate art inspired by
their topic- using a range of art media.

Term 5/6

Topic Web

Forces: to learn about forces, including gravity

MFL
Music

French

Children will learn about, listen and respond to
Chinese music.

China

Harvest Festival

Year 5/6 topic web

Children will also learn songs for their end of year
Production

Term 5/6

t

Numeracy

PSHCE

Harvest Festival

Relationships: To be aware of
different types of relationships
e.g. friends and families

Religious Education
Year 5: Easter and the Ascension. Pentecost. The work of the Apostles. The
sacrament of Marriage and Holy Orders.
Year 6’s main body of work will be based around our sacramental learning on
Celebrating Confirmation. The children will also be covering Unit I Easter, G
Prayers, J Pentecost, K Belonging to the Church Community, and L Celebrating the
life of Mary and the Saints.

History and Geography
The children will be learning about China, both modern and
ancient (Shanghai Dynasty). They will develop an inquiry
based approach to learning – deciding upon their own BIG
questions, what they want to learn, experience and
understand.
Children will work in teams where they will need to
negotiate roles and responsibilities – including how they will
present their learning.

Children will continue to learn core
mathematical skills and apply their
learning in maths investigations, puzzle
and problem solving activities. They will
then go on to design and create a maths
board game.
Linked to our topic children will learn
about the emergence of maths in China.
Year 6 will be completing a transition unit
of work for secondary school

